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Abstract. We study G-almost geodesic mappings of the second type π
θ
2(e), θ = 1, 2
between non-symmetric affine connection spaces. These mappings are a generalization of
the second type almost geodesic mappings defined by N. S. Sinyukov (1979). We investigate
a special type of these mappings in this paper. We also consider e-structures that generate
mappings of type π
θ
2(e), θ = 1, 2. For a mapping π
θ
2(e, F ), θ = 1, 2, we determine the basic
equations which generate them.
Keywords: non-symmetric affine connection; almost geodesic mapping; G-almost
geodesic mapping; property of reciprocity; almost geodesic mapping of the second type
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1. Introduction
Let us consider two N -dimensional differentiable manifolds GAN and GĀN and
a differentiable mapping f : GAN → GĀN . We can consider these manifolds to-
gether with this mapping system of local coordinates. Namely, if f : M ∈ GAN →
M ∈ GĀN and if (U , ϕ) is the local chart around the point M then ϕ(M) = x =
(x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ EN . In this case, we define mapping ϕ = ϕ ◦ f−1 for the coordinate
mapping in GĀN , and then
ϕ(M) = (ϕ ◦ f−1)(f(M)) = ϕ(M) = x = (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ EN .
The points M and M = f(M) have the same local coordinates in this case. If
the connection coefficients Lijk(x) and L̄
i
jk(x) of the affine connections introduced
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in GAN and GĀN , respectively, are non-symmetric in lower indices then GAN and
GĀN are general affine connection spaces.
One says that the reciprocal mapping f : GAN → GĀN is geodesic, [17], [16] if
geodesics of the space GAN pass to geodesics of the space GĀN . Generalizing the
concept of a geodesic mapping between Riemannian spaces and symmetric affine
connection ones, Sinyukov [18] introduced the following notions:
A curve l : xh = xh(t) is called an almost geodesic line if its tangential vector
λh(t) = dxh/dt 6= 0 satisfies the equation
λ̄h(2) = ā(t)λ
h + b̄(t)λ̄h(1),
where λ̄h(1) = λ
h
||pλ
p, λ̄h(2) = λ̄
h
(1)||pλ
p. Here ā(t) and b̄(t) are functions of a parameter
t and || denotes the covariant derivative with regard to the connection in ĀN .
Definition 1.1. A mapping f of a symmetric affine connection space AN onto
a space ĀN is called an almost geodesic mapping if any geodesic line of the space
AN is mapped into an almost geodesic line of the space ĀN .
A lot of research papers and monographs [1]–[23] have been dedicated to the
theory of geodesic mappings of Riemannian spaces, affine connected ones and their
generalizations. Sinyukov [18] and Mikeš [1], [2], [12], [13], [23] gave some other
significant contributions to the study of almost geodesic mappings of affine connected
spaces and singled out three types π1, π2, π3 of almost geodesic mappings between
affine connected spaces without torsion.
In a general affine connection space GAN , with non-symmetric affine connection L,
one can define four kinds of a covariant derivative [15], [14]. Let us denote a covariant


































Thus, in the case of a space with a non-symmetric affine connection we can de-
fine two kinds of almost geodesic lines and two kinds of almost geodesic mappings
[20]–[19].
Definition 1.2. A curve l : xh = xh(t) on GĀN is called [20]–[19] a G-almost


































(t) are functions of a pa-
rameter t.
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Definition 1.3. A curve l : xh = xh(t) is called a G-almost geodesic line of the

































(t) are functions of a parameter t.
Definition 1.4. A mapping f of the space GAN onto a space GĀN is called
a G-almost geodesic mapping of the first kind if any geodesic line of the space GAN
turns into an almost geodesic line of the first kind of the space GĀN .
Definition 1.5. A mapping f is called a G-almost geodesic mapping of the sec-
ond kind if any geodesic line of the space GAN turns into almost geodesic line of the
second kind of the space GĀN .
We can put







ij(x) are connection coefficients of the spaces GAN and GĀN , N > 2,
together with the mapping f system of local coordinates, and P hij is a deformation
tensor. From [20], it follows that the succeeding results hold:
Theorem 1.1. A mapping f of the space GAN onto GĀN is a G-almost geodesic
mapping of the first kind if and only if the deformation tensor P hij satisfies the
conditions


















Theorem 1.2. A mapping f of the space GAN onto GĀN is a G-almost geodesic
mapping of the second kind if and only if the deformation tensor P hij satisfies the
conditions


















We are going to present basic equations of G-almost geodesic mappings of the type
π
θ
2(e), θ = 1, 2, between non-symmetric affine connection spaces GAN and GĀN in
this paper.
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2. G-almost geodesic mappings of the second type
Sinyukov (see [18]) introduced almost geodesic mapping of the second type π2 for







α 6= 0 and bγδ is a twice covariant tensor.
Analogously, a G-almost geodesic mapping of the first kind of a non-symmetric
















α 6= 0 and b
1
























Here, ψi and σi are vectors, F
i
j is a tensor, ij denotes a symmetrization with division,
ij
∨
denotes an anti-symmetrization with division and δhi is the Kronecker symbol. We















In the equation (2.1), magnitudes ψi, σi are covariant vectors, F
h
i is a tensor and ξ
h
ij
is an anti-symmetric tensor.
































where µi and νi are covariant vectors.




A G-almost geodesic mapping of the second kind is a G-almost geodesic mapping
of the second type π
2













α 6= 0 and b
2
γδ is a twice covariant tensor.











i σj + F


















where µi, νi are covariant vectors.
Conditions (2.1) and (2.3) are the basic equations of G-almost geodesic mappings
of the type π
2
2.
Remark 2.1. If σi ≡ 0 in the equation (2.1) then almost geodesic mappings are
reduced to the geodesic ones. On the other hand, if ψi ≡ 0, then this mapping is
a canonical almost geodesic one (see [21]). In the case σi ≡ 0 and ψi ≡ 0, we have
a trivial almost geodesic mapping. We are working with nontrivial almost geodesic
mappings only in the sequel.
3. The property of reciprocity of G-almost geodesic mappings
of the second type
A mapping f : GAN → GĀN of the type π
1
2 has the property of reciprocity, if
its inverse mapping f−1 : GĀN → GAN (provided it exists) is of the π
1
2 type, and
f−1 corresponds to the same tensor Fhi , see also [21]. Since the inverse mapping
f−1 : GĀN → GAN satisfies
P hij = −P
h
ij ,
we can put the following in the equation (2.1):









A mapping f : GAN → GĀN of the type π
1
2 has the property of reciprocity if and

















where (ij) is a symmetrization without division with respect to i and j, and ||
1
is
a covariant derivative of the first kind in GĀN . Inserting a covariant derivative of












where vectors µ̄i, ν̄i are expressed by µi, νi, µ̄i, ν̄i, ψi, σi, F
h








where p and q are functions.
Based on the facts given above, we have:
Theorem 3.1. The relation (3.2) expresses the necessary and sufficient condition
for a mapping π
1
2 : GAN → GĀN to have the property of reciprocity.
The equations (2.1) and (2.2) are invariant under the mapping π
1















p̃ = r2p− s2 − srq, q̃ = 2s+ rq.
Here we can select invariants r and s such that
q̃ ≡ 0, p̃ = ẽ (= ±1, 0).











i , e = ±1, 0.













Hence, a G-almost geodesic mapping f : GAN → GĀN of the type π
1
2 which has the
property of reciprocity is determined by the equations (2.1), (3.3) and (3.4) (see [21]).
This mapping is denoted by π
1
2(e).
In the case of the G-almost geodesic mapping f : GAN → GĀN of the type π
2
2
which has the property of reciprocity, it is determined by the equations


























i , e = ±1, 0.
This mapping is denoted by π
2
2(e).
4. On e-structures that determine G-almost geodesic mappings
of type π2(e) of first and second kinds
Definition 4.1. A tensor Fhi which satisfies the conditions (3.3) and (3.4) is
called an e-structure which determines a G-almost geodesic mapping f : GAN →
GĀN of the type π
1
2(e).
Theorem 4.1. An e-structure Fhi determines a G-almost geodesic mapping f :
GAN → GĀN of the type π
1



















P r o o f. Based on the covariant derivative of the first kind of the condition (4.2)


















































































































































Now, from the equations (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain
Fhi (F
α












i µα + νi) = 0.
By examining the last equality, we conclude that
(4.8) Fαi µα + νi = 0, i.e. νi = −F
α
i µα.
After substituting (4.8) into (3.4), we obtain the relation (4.1) is valid. 
Analogously, in the case of G-almost geodesic mappings of the type π2(e) of the
second kind we obtain
Definition 4.2. A tensor Fhi which satisfies the conditions (3.5) is an e-structure
which determines a G-almost geodesic mapping of the type π
2
2(e).
Theorem 4.2. An e-structure Fhi determines a G-almost geodesic mapping of
the type π
2




















Theorem 4.3. An e-structure Fhi which determines a G-almost geodesic mapping
of the type π
1











































































































































































is a curvature tensor of the first kind (see [15]).
P r o o f. Taking the covariant derivative of the first kind of (4.1) in the direction














































































































































































































































Adding the equations (4.12) and (4.14) together with some other calculations proves
the equation (4.11) holds. 
We are going to proceed with the study of conditions on the e-structure that
generates G-almost geodesic mappings of the type π
1
2(e), e = ±1.
Definition 4.3. A G-almost geodesic mapping f : GAN → GĀN of the type
π
θ
2(e) (θ = 1, 2), which satisfies the condition F
α
α = 0 is a G-almost geodesic mapping
of the type π
θ
2(e, F ) (θ = 1, 2).
Perform a contraction by indices h and i in the algebraic condition (4.2). Then





















































Using the condition Fαα = 0, from (4.16) we have




















































































ij ]. Let us take the covariant
derivative of the first kind of the (4.19) in the direction of xk:
(4.20) µi|
1


































Switching indices j and k, we obtain
µi|
1






















After adding this result to (4.20), we get
(4.21) µi|
1




























Finally, we obtain a system of differential equations of the Cauchy type with covariant



















j = µij ,
µi|
1











ijk = − ξ
1
h































































































The system (4.22) has at most one solution for initial conditions (4.23). Initial
conditions are limited by the algebraic ones (4.23). It can be easily seen that the




independent parameters. In this way, the following theorems are proved.
Theorem 4.4. The equations (4.22) and (4.23) give an algebraic differential
equation system of the Cauchy type in covariant derivatives with respect to the




ij . This system generates all e-structures F
h
i
determining G-almost geodesic mappings of the type π
1
2(e, F ), e = ±1.
Theorem 4.5. Let GAn be a non-symmetric affine connection space. A family
of all e-structures Fhi which determine a G-almost geodesic mapping of the type
π
1
2(e, F ), e = ±1, depends on at most N(N
2 − 1)/2 real parameters.
Analogously, we can consider the case of G-almost geodesic mappings of the type
π
2
2(e), e = ±1.
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